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ABSTRACT 
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The purpose of this Thesis is to find the most optimal heat recovery solution for Wärtsilä’s 

dynamic district heating power plant considering Germany energy markets as in Germany 

government pays subsidies for CHP plants in order to increase its share of domestic power 

production to 25 % by 2020. Different heat recovery connections have been simulated 

dozens to be able to determine the most efficient heat recovery connections. The purpose 

is also to study feasibility of different heat recovery connections in the dynamic district 

heating power plant in the Germany markets thus taking into consideration the day ahead 

electricity prices, district heating network temperatures and CHP subsidies accordingly. 

The auxiliary cooling, dynamical operation and cost efficiency of the power plant is also 

investigated.  
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Tämän diplomityön tarkoituksena on löytää optimaalinen lämmöntalteenottokytkentä 

Wärtsilän dynaamiseen kaukolämpövoimalaitokseen Saksan markkinoille. Saksan 

tavoitteena on nostaa CHP:n osuus omasta voimantuotannosta 25 % vuoteen 2020 

mennessä. Lämmöntalteenottokytkentöjä on simuloitu useita kymmeniä, jotta on saatu 

selville parhaat hyötysuhteet omaavat vaihtoehdot. Tarkoituksena on tutkia 

lämmöntalteenottokytkentöjen kannattavuutta dynaamisessa kaukolämpölaitoksessa 

Saksan markkinoilla, mikä tarkoittaa CHP tukiaisten, sähkön markkinahinnan ja 

kaukolämpöverkon lämpötilojen huomioimista. Myös laitoksen apujäähdytystä, laitoksen 

dynaamista operointia, kustannustehokkuutta sekä koneen lämpöhäviöitä on tarkasteltu.  
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PREFACE 
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much appreciated. I also want to say thank you to Mr. Veikko Kortela who has giving me 

irreplaceable guidance with his ideas and how his ideas have given the thread for the 

whole thesis. And of course compliments to Mr. Kristian Mäkelä who has given me this 

responsible Master’s Thesis project thus believed in my capability to conduct this extent 

work and for his support during these six months of my work.  

I also want to say thank you to Mr. Peter Knookala and Mr. Jan Andersson who helped 

me with EBSILON®Professional simulation program which was vital part of my work, 

Mr. Andreas Westerlund who helped me to conduct the radiator study and Mr. Lars-Johan 

Andersson who has helped me with the ventilation process investigation. All in all 

Wärtsilä Power Plants Technology & Solutions have been very supportive during my 

thesis work and also the two previous summers when I was working as a trainee with 

them. Thank you! 
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

 

CHP  Combined heat and power 

CO2  Carbon dioxide 

DDH  Dynamic district heating 

DH  District heating 

EU ETS  European Union Emission Trading Scheme 

ECO  Economizer, LT-section of the exhaust gas boiler 

GWh  Gigawatt hour  

HT  High temperature 

HT-radiator  High temperature radiator 

HT-CAC  High temperature charge air cooler 

IRR  Internal rate of return 

Jacket  Engine cylinders 

kWh  Kilowatt-hour 

LT  Low temperature 

LT-CAC  Low temperature charge air cooler 

LT-radiator  Low temperature radiator 

LT-circuit  Low temperature circuit 

LO  Lubricating oil 

MN  Natural gas methane number 

MWel  Megawatt electrical capacity 

MWth  Megawatt thermal capacity 

MWh  Megawatt hour  
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MWhth  Megawatt hour thermal energy  

MWhel  Megawatt hour electrical energy  

N2  Nitrogen 

P  Power 

RES  Renewable energy sources 

RFQ   Request for quotation 

R&D   Research and Development 
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1 DYNAMIC DISTRICT HEATING POWER PLANT IN  

GERMANY 

This chapter will focus on the background of this thesis; Germany’s Combined Heat and 

Power Act which has created a market opportunity for Wärtsilä’s dynamic district heating 

(DDH) power plants. 

1.1 Germany’s Energiewende & CHP 

The Germany government has set the target to transform the nuclear- and fossil-fuel 

dominated energy system into predominantly renewable based energy system by 2050. 

This transition has been called as the Energiewende, which was put into action after 

Fukushima nuclear catastrophe in 2011. Part of Energiewende is also to increase the share 

of combined heat and power (CHP) in Germany’s own power generation to 25 % by 2020 

to increase the efficiency of the power production. CHP currently generates about 16 % 

of total power produced in Germany. (Hogsdon, 2013) From figure 1 can be seen the 

development of CHP production and the target for 2020. 

 

The doubling of energy productivity is a central goal of the Integrated Energy and Climate 

Program of the German Federal Government and the government plans to reach this goal 

by increasing amount of cogeneration in power generation. Germany’s cogeneration 

market is the biggest in Europe and it has huge growth potential. While comparing 

Germany to other countries, the share of cogeneration in power generation is still low and 

therefore offers a high development potential according to Germany Trade &Invest. 

(Germany Trade & Invest, 2015) 

Energy efficiency association of heating, cooling & CHP (AGFW) also reckons that CHP 

has the highest potential for growth in the public electricity supply – CHP production in 

2011 was only 12 % of public net electrical supply while separate production was 88 %.  

AGFW also implies that strong contribution of flexible conventional electricity 
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production for the integration of fluctuating renewable energy sources is needed.  (Orita, 

2012) 

Figuree 1. Development in CHP production in Germany and the target set for 2020. (Lutsch, 2014) 

In Europe’s biggest power market, Germany, decentralized combined heat and power 

plants (CHP) and wind power are believed to have the greatest potential in the electricity 

supply market in the next five years in The Association of German Engineers (VDI). VDI 

points out that the assessment of the potential for CHP plants seems to be important in 

view of the need to balance the growing amount of intermittent renewable energy in 

Germany power market.  (Dr. Matthias Lang, 2014) 

The German CHP Law or co-generation act was implemented in April 2002. This was 

the first CHP law, second was introduced in 2009 and its’ objective was 25 % share of 

CHP in total electricity production without time target with different bonus payments and 

support to heat grids.  

The new CHP act in 2012: 
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-  Sets time frame 2020 for reaching the 25 % target. It also gives grid operators 

obligation: 

o to connect CHP plants and give priority to buying CHP electricity and 

o support for DH grids based on CHP as heat sinks within this support 

system 

- Increased support for heating networks, 30 % of the construction costs, 

extending support to district cooling grid if 60 % if the heat or cold comes from 

CHP or waste heat.  

- Support for thermal storage (heating /cooling) used in conjunction with CHP 

plants for the integration of renewable energy sources electricity in the energy 

system. 

- Costs for the support are shared among all electricity consumers (Golbach, 

2012) 

In table 1 is presented the CHP bonus paid for new, high efficient power plant with larger 

than 2 000 kWel power. In table 1 ETS plants refers to plants which belong to EU’s 

Emission Trading Scheme, and extra 0.3 € cent bonus is cost compensation. The Germany 

government wants to review the CHP act again in 2014. (Argus Media Ltd, 2011) 

Table 1.  Summarizing table of bonus payments for new high efficient installation in Germany. (Golbach, 

2012, s. 7)  

Electrical power 

Bonus per kWh 

produced Support duration 

> 2 000 kW 1.8 € Cent 30 000 full operating hours 

From 2013 for ETS 

plants 2.1 € Cent 30 000 full operating hours 

In figure 2 are presented the bonus payments from CHP laws from different years, when 

the electrical output of the power plant increases then bonus payments in € cent/ kWhel 

decrease. The CHP law 2012 increased the bonus payments and since 2013 extra bonus 

of 0.3 € cent/kWhel is paid for plants which participate to EU ETS.  
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Figure 2. Bonus payments due to Germany CHP law in 2009 and 2012. Emission trading system (ETS) 

CHP from 2013.  (Golbach, 2012, s. 8) 

1.2 Role of dynamic district heating power plant 

Gas to Power Journal writes that Berlin wants to incentive new-build flexible CHP plant 

as means to balance fluctuating power supply from wind and solar installations with new 

CHP law, which was presented in previous chapter. Operator need to prove that the 

efficiency level of the CHP plant exceeds 70 %. (Golbach, Gas to Power Journal, 2013) 

 

When electricity supply is based on fluctuating renewable energy sources (RES) such as 

wind this is challenge for the power system to match the variable supplies of RES and the 

restricted capacities on the grid. Flexible power generating capacity is needed. Inflexible 

base load power plants have large starting as well shutdown costs and they cannot restart 

full operation immediately after the market prices rise above their marginal costs. 

(Andersen, 2011)  
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In figure 3 is presented the effect of renewables in electricity market prices and merit 

order. The most expensive power plant in terms of marginal cost, €/MWh, needed to cover 

the demand is the one to determine the price on the spot market in left side of figure 3 

hard coal would determine spot price and in the right side on the other hand the lignite 

would determine the spot price. When system has high level of wind and solar power 

electricity price level is low there are no many running hours for power plant with more 

expensive marginal costs thus it is difficult for those power plant to found profitability. 

This will cause issues in system reliability as back-up capacity is needed for RES and 

large share of back-up capacity will be eliminated as nuclear power of 4 GW between 

2015 and 2019 and another 8 GW between 2020 and 2022 will be shut down and while 

the operation of other fossil fuel power plants is not profitable the question is who will 

produce the back-up power. (Agora Energiewende, 2013, s. 21) 

Figure 3. Effect of renewable energy production in electricity price. (Agora Energiewende, 2013, s. 21) 

Due to high costs these inflexible plants will run even if electricity price is negative to 

avoid the shutdown costs. In Germany these negative electricity prices will occur when 

there is over capacity on the grid, due to high wind & solar production. In October 2009 

even -500 €/MWh price was reached and now transmission system operators in Germany 

are allowed to shut down renewable power, if the prices exceed their price limit (of -150 

€ to -350 €/MW). (Andersen, 2011) 
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These inflexible base load power plants are not feasible choice for highly efficient energy 

systems based on renewable energy so they should be replaced with more flexible power 

plants. Flexible CHP power plant can play significant role in this replacement in power 

balancing as well as ancillary services according to Anders N Andersen, Manager of 

Energy Systems Department, EMD International. 

In countries with high share of fluctuating RES and a potentially high share of CHP 

flexible cogeneration production is relevant, for example in Germany, Denmark & 

Netherlands. In Germany CHP share is 12 %, only one quarter of the economic potential 

exploited, Denmark CHP share is 45 % & and Netherlands 30 %. (Andersen, 2011) 

According to Agora Energiewende Germany Renewable Energy Act (EEG) has turned 

renewable into “base load power by law”, so renewable energy is effectively taking the 

place of conventional base load plants. Due to Germany’s ambitious target in share of 

renewable energy, at least 80 % of generated power in 2050, already in 2022 total load 

(base, mid- and peak load) will be covered completely by renewable alone during many 

hours through the year. Figure 4 illustrated Agora Energiewende’s calculation of power 

production in one week in August in 2022. The upper red line represents demand in GW, 

and the different colors represent generation from renewable energy, while the gray area 

depicts residual demand that will still need to be covered by existing fossil fuel power 

plants. As can be seen from the figure RES will reduce the running hours of fossil fuel 

based power plants and the remaining ones must be oriented to demand and the 

production from renewable energy sources. (Agora Energiewende, 2013, s. 11) 

Figure 4 illustrates also how fluctuating generation of wind and solar power will set 

completely new requirements for the power plants of the future: electricity generation 

from controllable power plants must be rapidly ramped up and down over short periods 

of time in order to compensate for these fluctuations. According to Agora Energiewende 

all remaining fossil fuel power plants will need to operate on flexible basis in the future. 

(Agora Energiewende, 2013, s. 10) 
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Figure 4. Beginning of the week almost no fossil fuels have share of produced power, at the end of the 

week 20-30 GW of additional power plant capacity are continuously required. (Agora Energiewende, 2013, 

s. 9)  

As goal in Germany is to increase the amount of electricity generation from CHP plants 

these plants will constitute the majority of controllable power generation in Germany. In 

2010 CHP and biomass power has share of about one-fifth of controllable power 

generated, but already in 2020 they will produce more than one-third of such power. As 

power system requires more flexibility in electricity production due to increasing amount 

of solar and wind power the operation of CHP plants will have to be geared to the demand 

of electricity in the future. Today CHP facilities are merely driven by the need for heat. 

(Agora Energiewende, 2013, s. 10) 

From today’s perspective one of the most important flexibility option is operation of 

combined heat- and- power and biomass plants according to electricity demand. They 

will need to be operated above all to respond to electricity demand, along with the demand 

for heat; operation like this poses no technical problems and is associated with relatively 

low costs, because for CHP plants this only requires that the heat is fed into storage 

facilities or district heating grids, which can be done for a few hours without major 

challenges. (Agora Energiewende, 2013, ss. 11,12) 
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1.3 Wärtsilä’s dynamic district heating power plant 

Wärtsilä supplies power solutions to different surroundings; ships, vessels, off-shore 

solutions, inland, coast and on barges; the power sources for these solutions are Wärtsilä’s 

internal combustion engines. This thesis is focusing on Wärtsilä’s dynamic district 

heating power plants. Wärtsilä’s internal combustion engines are very fast starting and 

stopping thus they represent flexible power production and are a good complement to 

power production with intermittent renewable power, such as wind and solar. Which is 

increasingly needed in Germany power sector as explained in the previous chapter. 

Wärtsilä provides CHP plants also sites closer to consumers shortening transmission 

routes considerably thus reducing losses as with deregulation and liberalization of the 

energy markets the trend is towards decentralized systems. (Wärtsilä, 2013, s. 3) 

Wärtsilä CHP plants can run on various grades of natural gas and liquid fuels. As this 

thesis is focused on Germany markets, it will only focus on natural gas as fuel. As 

mentioned before Germany wants to decrease its’ CO2 emissions and CHP is efficient 

way for that. In figure 5 can be seen comparison of CO2 emissions between different 

power plant types and gas engine with CHP shows lower CO2 emissions than single cycle 

power plants for example. (Wärtsilä, 2013, s. 3) 
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Figure 5. Typical specific CO2 emissions by different power plant types. (Wärtsilä, 2013, s. 3) 

In figure 6 is presented Wärtsilä’s CHP module with W20V34SG engine. There are two 

different kinds of CHP modules for W20V34SG engine; CHP module Classic and CHP 

– module HT PLUS. These modules will be introduced later on in this thesis. Modules 

minimize construction time and maximize reliability.  

 

Figure 6. Wärtsilä 20V34SG engine with CHP module which includes heat exchangers, hot water pumps, 

3-way valves and control panel. (Wärtsilä, 2013, s. 4) 
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Wärtsilä has supplied district heating power plants for European and Russian market. 

Total electrical output of DH plants almost 700 MWel until 2013. Most of these power 

plants are in Denmark, Russia and Hungary. In Denmark Wärtsilä has delivered even 33 

DH power plants with total output of 182 MWel.  All in all Wärtsilä has supplied CHP 

power plants of over 10 GW and CHP includes hot water & steam production in addition 

to district heating power. (Wärtsilä, 2014) 

The dynamic district heating plant can operate within the same electrical capabilities as 

simple cycle Wärtsilä engine power plant can which includes fast start and stopping, 

extreme loading rate that are also available in CHP mode. It takes about 30 minutes for 

the hot water to be supplied. Because of the dynamic features of the power plant 

electricity can be provided to the network whenever needed. In this work Wärtsilä 

20V34SG-D engine is investigated and for W20V34SG engine the start-up time is as fast 

as 2 minutes and engine can unload in 60 seconds. Generating set is ready to start again 

in 6 minutes after stop signal. (Wärtsilä, 2014) 
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2  OPTIMAL SOLUTION- THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE 

This chapter introduces how the most optimal CHP connection has been chosen for 

Wärtsilä engines and why this is the most optimal solution for Germany CHP markets. 

2.1 Background of the Optimal solution and Theoretical performance 

The purpose of this thesis is to find an optimal heat recovery solution for Wärtsilä’s DDH 

power plant for Germany market. Optimal in means of: 

- Performance; to save in fuel costs and reduce CO2 emissions which are value for 

the customer then plant must have high total efficiency figures.  

- Operation; especially in Germany share of intermittent renewable has higher and 

higher share of power production so remaining fossil fuel plants must have 

flexibility to respond to demand and changes in renewable power production. 

- Feasibility; power plant must be as cost effective and profitable as possible. 

Optimization has been started from performance point of view. This thesis is part of wider 

development project: DDH Germany, dynamic district heating Germany, and in this 

thesis’ focus is on part of DDH Germany projects called: Theoretical performance and 

Optimal solution. This thesis continues simulations that I have made during summer 2014 

which was called the first round of Theoretical performance. 

27 different CHP connections had been decided to be simulated with simulation program 

called EBSILON®Professional. Different connections mean that there are many options 

of how the district heating water (DH) can collect heat from engine’s heat sources. Heat 

sources available for utilization in DH are: Lubricating oil (LO), high temperature charge 

air cooler (HT-CAC), heat from engine cylinders (Jacket), energy from exhaust gases via 

boiler and LT-section of the boiler (Economizer, ECO). Exhaust gas boiler is a water tube 

boiler type of boiler; its’ fouling rate is slower and cleaning is faster than smoke tube 

boiler’s although its investment price is higher than smoke tube boiler has and it is also 

remarkably smaller in size. The heat is collected by cooling the engine and by utilizing 
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the energy of hot exhaust gases produced by burning process in the engine cylinders. 

(Wärtsilä, 2013) 

Wärtsilä has 2 different CHP modules as standard solutions called: CHP HT PLUS & 

CHP CLASSIC. CLASSIC and PLUS-modules can be seen in figures 7 and 8, when 

looking at those figures can be noticed the difference between Plus and Classic modules: 

Classic module has separate HT-circuit which includes HT-CAC, Jacket, HT auxiliary 

cooler and DH/HT heat exchanger. In Plus module only Jacket is in its own HT 

temperature circuit and in Plus mode there is a dump cooler which is used to keep the 

temperature after Jacket below 96 °C.  

 

Figure 7. CHP CLASSIC-module from Perfpro 2014.2, in ISO 3046-1:2002(E) and ISO 1550:2002 (E) 

ambient reference conditions.  
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Figure 8. CHP PLUS-module from Perfpro 2014.2, in ISO 3046-1:2002(E) and ISO 1550:2002 (E) ambient 

reference conditions. 

Based on these two modules the other 27 CHP connections are designed and further on 

simulated.  

2.2 Introduction to engine performance and simulations made 

Engine performance is first presented between different design stages of W20V34SG –D 

engine and further chapter is introducing to the heat recovery connection simulations 

defaults. 

2.2.1 Engine tuning 

For the simulations Wärtsilä 20V34SG-D engine has chosen with following features; high 

methane optimization, compression ratio 12 and with 500 mg/Nm3 at 5 % O2 NOx-tuning 

corresponding TA-luft in figure below. ½ TA-luft on the other hand corresponds to 250 

mg/Nm3 at 5 % O2. Engine can be high methane optimized or low methane optimized. As 

can be seen from the figure 9 below engine with LoMn keeps its performance the same 
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even if methane number would be low – but on the other hand it does not benefit from 

high methane number. 

From figure 9 can be seen that D-stage with above mentioned features has the best 

electrical efficiency in the widest methane number scale. So with this tuning the engine 

consumes minimum amount of fuel remaining high electrical efficiency, electrical output 

is dropping with HiMn engine when reducing methane number. Methane number (MN) 

can be assigned to any gaseous fuel, in this case natural gas, based on its composition and 

it gives scale to compare the resistance to knock of different gases. At full engine output 

highest efficiency is achieved at MN 80, lower MN can be used with an influence on 

engine performance. The D-stage with high methane optimization was chosen because 

this project is focusing on the Germany markets and usually in Germany natural gas is 

imported from Russia. Russian natural gas high share of methane thus it has a high 

methane number. 

 

Figure 9. D-stage engine electrical gross efficiency with different NOx-tuning & methane optimization. 
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Figure 10. D-stage engine heat rate with different NOx-tuning & methane optimization. 

2.2.2 Default values of simulation and function of heat sources 

HT-CAC is needed to cool the hot intake air (combustion air) from the turbo charger. 

Turbo charger compresses the intake air from 1 bar to around 45 bar while increasing its 

temperature to around 230 °C, if air temperature to the turbo charger is 25 °C as it is in 

default case. In HT-CAC air is cooled down to 80-100 °C, how low it is cooled depends 

on incoming DH water temperature. Pinch point between outgoing air and outgoing DH 

water from HT-CAC is proximally 11°C. Illustration can be seen in figure11. 

 

Figure 11. HT-CAC & Turbo charger 
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In low temperature circuit (LT-circuit) glycol can be added to the water to avoid pipes 

from freezing when there is minus degrees outside. In these simulations LT-circuit is 

used: 

- as auxiliary cooler for LO,  

- dumping heat from DH-water if Jacket set point temperature cannot be 

maintained 

- to cool charge air in LT-CAC for determined receiver temperature and 

- to pre-heat intake air before turbo. 

Receiver temperature depends on NOx-setting at full power as mg/Nm3 at 5 % O2 of the 

engine. With 500 mg/Nm3 NOx receiver is around 50 °C, with 250 mg/Nm3 receiver is 10 

°C higher. Receiver temperature is the temperature that is going into engine after 

turbocharger and high- and low temperature coolers. Receiver temperature has to be 

between certain limits or engine will start to derate. 

Lubricating oil set point (LO set point) is the temperature in which LO is to return to the 

engine. LO is cooled rather via DH water or with LT-water if incoming DH water is too 

warm to collect heat from LO.  Jacket set point, or HT set point, is temperature in which 

Jacket water leaves from engine. Pinch points of economizer and exhaust gas boiler are 

based on optimization of costs and performance. For example if the pinch point of 

economizer is decerased with 5 °C from 10 °C it will effect on the investment cost largely 

and the total efficiency increase is only minor. Pinch point here is temperature difference 

between incoming DH water and outgoing exhaust gas. 

LO set point temperature has been 63 °C at highest for W20V34SG-D engine but now it 

has been allowed to increase 12 °C up to 75 °C.  This increases the heat recovery degree 

from the LO when DH water temperatures are high. If LO temperature would be lower 

than incoming DH water LO should be cooled with LO auxiliary cooler and heat from 

LO circuit could not be utilized for heat recovery. Also jacket set point has been 91 °C 

highest but now it is allowed to increase up to 96 °C.  
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In theoretical performance, as its’ name exposes, different cases are investigated on 

theoretical basis first - to find the best connection in terms of total net efficiency and DH 

production for defined temperature areas and district heating water temperatures. Defaults 

for simulations are presented in table 2. Other defaults values are: MN 80, Wärtsilä 

20V34SG engine, design stage D, NOx- setting 500 mg/Nm3 at 5 % O2, nominal speed 

750 rpm, engine CR 12, glycol mass fraction in LT-circuit 0.456, site altitude 100 meters, 

ambient pressure 100 kPa and engine site load 100 %.  

3-way valve leakage assumed 2 % for the simulations as it was basic value when the 

project started. Later on 1 % leakage in 3-way valves is used in simulations as it has been 

realized to be very cost efficient to change 3-way valves from traditional thermostatic 

valves to globe valves. Globe valves are tight valves and traditional valves have cased 2-

3 % leakage in the process which has resulted larger heat losses to LT-circuit. 

Table 2. Default values for first round simulations. 

Case Ambient DH  
Lube oil 

set point  
Jacket 

set point 
ECO pinch 

point 
Boiler pinch 

point 

  [°C], RH [%] [°C] [°C] [°C] [°C] [°C] 

Winter - 20 °C, 90 % 110/60 63 & 75 91 & 96   10 & 20 
ECO + boiler 20, 

Only boiler 10 

Transition 0 °C, 70 % 95/55 63 & 75 91 & 96   10 & 20 
ECO + boiler 20, 

Only boiler 10 

Summer 20 °C, 55 % 85/50 63 & 75 91 & 96   10 & 20 
ECO + boiler 20, 

Only boiler 10 
High 

Winter - 30°C, 90 % 130/70 63 & 75 91 & 96   10 & 20 
ECO + boiler 20, 

Only boiler 10 

Ebsilon requires input values to simulate the process. Values presented in table 3 are set 

as input values which are imported to Ebsilon from Perfpro via ebslink which is excel-

based data collector between Ebsilon and Perfpro. Perfpro is Wärtsilä’s power plant 

performance calculation tool for calculating performance for standard solutions at 

different ambient conditions. For calculating nonstandard solutions, as for these different 

DH connection the software Ebsilon is used. Rest of the values Ebsilon calculates itself 

as a result and these values are collected again via ebslink to excel for further study.  
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Most important values that Ebsilon calculates are heat loads from: exhaust gas boiler, 

ECO, HT-CAC & LT-CAC and district heating power and total efficiency. At this point 

no extra applications are considered, later on this work will introduce: heat pump, 

turbogenerator, water cooled generator and absorption chiller performance in the process 

and feasibility calculation.  

Table 3. Values imported to Ebsilon from Perfpro 2014.2 via Ebslink-excel. 

Values from Perfpro to ebslink  and from ebslink to Ebsilon   

Ambient Engine, generation Engine heat sources General 

Ambient 

temperature [°C] 

Electrical power 

generating sets [kW] 

LT-CAC water inlet 

temperature [°C] 

Parasitic load engines 

& plant [kW] 

Ambient relative 

humidity [%] 
Shaft power [kW] LT-circuit mass flow [kg/s] 

Parasitic load at high 

voltage transformer 

[kW] 

Altitude [m] 
Exhaust gas mass 

flow [kg/s] 
Receiver temperature [°C] Heat losses [kW] 

Gas fuel methane 

number 

Engine intake air mass 

flow [kg/s] 
LO set point temperature [°C] 

Exhaust gas power 

[kW] 

Intake air 

preheating [°C] 

Exhaust gas 

temperature [°C] 

LO outlet temperature from 

engine [°C] 
  

Air pressure after 

compressor [Pa] 
Fuel power [kW] LO mass flow [kg/s]   

  Jacket power [kW] Jacket-circuit massflow [kg/s]   

    HT set point [°C]   

Cases which are simulated based on CHP PLUS module are presented in table 4 and cases 

based on CHP CLASSIC in table 5. Second number in the case represents the place of 

economizer in the process; if last number is 4 part of the DH flow is divided through 

economizerand if it is 0 there is no economizer. 
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Table 4. Simulated cases and order of the heat sources. 

Simulated cases based on CHP PLUS       

10 
CH before LO 

- no ECO 20 
CH after LO- 

no ECO 60 
CH after Jacket 

- no ECO 

11 
CH before LO 

+ ECO 21 
CH after LO 

+ ECO 61 
CH after Jacket 

+ ECO 

12 
CH before LO 

+ ECO 22 
CH after LO 

+ ECO 62 
CH after Jacket 

+ ECO 

13 
CH before LO 

+ ECO 23 
CH after LO 

+ ECO 63 
CH after Jacket 

+ ECO 

14 
CH before LO 

+ ECO 24 
CH after LO 

+ ECO 64 
CH after Jacket 

+ ECO 

51 
Part flow through boiler, part through 

engine - no ECO     
Project X 

Tender 

 

DH flow divided through ECO and Jacket 

& LO, flow to ECO further divided to HT-

CAC. Flows connect before supply.   

Table 5. Simulated cases and order of the heat sources. 

Simulated cases based on CHP CLASSIC     

30 CH before Jacket - no ECO 40 CH after Jacket - no ECO 

31 CH before Jacket + ECO 41 CH after Jacket + ECO   

33 CH before Jacket + ECO 42 CH after Jacket + ECO   

34 CH before Jacket + ECO 44 CH after Jacket + ECO   

52  part flow through boiler, part through engine - no ECO   

2.3 Results of first round of theoretical performance 

After first round of theoretical performance can be seen that cases:  

- without economizer, except 50 plus case,  

- based on CLASSIC- module  

are eliminated because they do not reach as high efficiency as solutions with economizer 

which are based on CHP PLUS – module. The comparison is now done for values with 

LO set point 75 °C because more heat can be collected at higher DH temperatures with 

higher LO temperatures and LO temperature does not affect the connections rank order. 

For further comparison following cases will continue: 11, 14, 21, 22, 23, 24, Project X 
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Tender, 50 plus, 61, 62, 63 and 64. In appendix I & II are results from the best cases, 

produced DH power and total efficiency.  

In appendix III is results table of all the simulated cases DH power production and total 

net efficiency. 

From cases introduced in appendixes I & II three top cases were chosen for further 

simulations via weighted power production. Weighted power production and total 

efficiency has been calculated by using different shares of production in different ambient 

cases. For example for case 61 if we choose that high winter is 10 % of the time, winter 

40 %, transition 45 % and summer 5 % we will have weighted total efficiency: 

0.10 ∙ 𝜂𝑡𝑜𝑡,ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 + 0.4 ∙ 𝜂𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 + 0.45 ∙ 𝜂𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 0.05 ∙ 𝜂𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟

= 𝜂𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑 

0.10 ∙ 85 % + 0.4 ∙ 86 % + 0.45 ∙ 87 % + 0.05 ∙ 88 % = 86.45% 

 𝜂𝑡𝑜𝑡,ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 = Total efficiency of high winter simulation for case 61 [%] 

𝜂𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 =        Total efficiency of winter simulation for case 61 [%] 

𝜂𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = Total efficiency of transition simulation for case 61 [%] 

𝜂𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟 =        Total efficiency of summer simulation for case 61 [%] 

The top 3 cases are 14, 64 & 24. But as in these cases the DH flow divides between ECO 

and engine, there is different mass flow running through economizer & boiler. ECO is 

LT-section of the boiler so its performance affects to the whole boiler. According to the 

boiler manufacturer this causes various problems in water tube boiler and this solution is 

not recommended at all due to:  

- water- side pressure drop across the ECO is too small to provide even flow 

distribution inside the boiler, thus leading to instable flow inside the boiler tubes 
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-  neither section performance nor safety can be guaranteed as this could even lead 

to dry tubes with danger of local overheating 

- The cross sectional area which is affecting engine back-pressure and 

dimensioning of the HT-section (boiler) basically determine the boiler shape and 

the LT section (eco) will simply have to adjust to the crucial parameter of  boiler 

design 

- In reality the LT bundle becomes too loose unless sufficiently high volume flow 

is guaranteed inside the water tubes in the LT section as well.  

So due to practical reasons cases with divided flow through ecnomoizer aka LT-section 

of the boiler were eliminated and replaced with second best cases, and differences 

between best and second cases are minor.  

Especially high winter case caused large differences between different cases due to high 

DH water temperatures as return temperature is 70 °C and supply 130 °C. Case 61 has 

best performance at high temperatures because HT-CAC is after Jacket, this allows the 

higher DH return temperature from the DH network as Jacket set point temperature can 

be kept easily below 96 °C without need to use dump cooler which would again increase 

radiator heat load and decrease heat available for DH network. 

Differences of these chosen cases are shown in table 6: in the table is presented which of 

the cases was best in which ambient- case and what weighting was used to choose it. As 

the differences are less than 0.2 %- points in total efficiency the benefit that can be 

achieved from divided flow solution is too small compared to the drawbacks it brings to 

the boiler performance. 
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Table 6. Best cases which are cases with divided flow versus second best cases, all the values are 

illustrative. 

LO set point 75 °C           

As part flow through ECO is not Cases 14, 24 and 64 are replaced with Cases 11, 21 and 61. 

Case        Reason for choosing 

Best 

cases 

Total 

efficiency 

[%] 
Difference 

[%-points] 

DH 

power 

[kW] 
Difference 

[kW] 

          

14 & 11 

Case 14 Best in 100 % 

transition, Case 11 

second 14 & 89,1%   9950   

  11 89,0% 0,10% 9900 50 
Case 14 Best in 

weighted transition & 

summer (85%,15%), 

Case 11 second 14 & 90,1%   9960   

  11 90,0% 0,10% 9930 30 

64 & 61 
Best in weighted winter 

& high winter (90%, 

10%) 
64 & 

61 

 
85,1% 
85,0% 0,10% 

9010 
9000  10 

24 & 21 

Case 24 Best in 100% 

Winter, Case 21 second 24 & 88,1%   9220   

  21 88,0% 0,10% 9200 20 
Case 24 Best in 

weighted high winter, 

winter, transition, 

summer (3 %, 40 %, 52 

%, 5 %) 24 & 91,1%   9030   

    21 90,0% 0,10% 9000 30 

So how are these weights presented above for different seasons chosen? First, it was 

needed to have cases which would cover the whole possible scheme of operation 

conditions in Europe. High DH temperatures and low ambient temperature is one 

operation scheme and for this case 61 has the best performance. Another one is scheme 

with low DH temperatures and higher ambient temperatures, summer & transition cases, 

for these best is case 11. Case 21 was chosen because it is best while taking into account 

all the seasons and best in winter season operation only. The biggest factor for the 

performance of the heat recovery connections are DH water temperatures so the 

weighting is done accordingly. For example for choosing case 21 following weighting in: 
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high winter 3 %, winter 40 %, transition 52 % and summer 5 % was used to make one 

example.  

The DH temperatures in a network do not always go as high as temperatures used to 

calculate high winter cases, 130/70°C, even if ambient temperature would be – 30 °C, 

this depends on a network. In figure12 the duration curve implies that running hours for 

supply temperature above 110°C are less than 500. If network is old and isolation of the 

pipes is poor and so on then higher water temperatures are needed.  The summer case in 

this example is assumed to have only minor DH production. From figure13 can be seen 

that when heat demand is at lowest in percentage the supply temperatures are still above 

85 °C thus summer case has only minor weighting. Winter and Transition cases have the 

most weighting in this example. While looking at figure 13 in that specific network supply 

temperatures are mainly between 90 - 100 °C and DH supply temperatures in Winter case 

is 110 °C and Transition 95 °C. 

Figure 12. DH-water temperatures of one DH network in Germany. (Wärtsilä internal report, 2014) 
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Figure 13. Duration curve of a DH network operation values in Germany with electricity price as day 

ahead, supply temperature and heat demand. (Wärtsilä internal report, 2014) 

And finally from figure 14 can be seen the results of top 3 cases. The cases have been 

named again to make it easier to understand which heat recovery connection is at stake. 

Cases 61, 11, 21 do not tell much about how the connections are but new names: HTC3-

S, HTC2-S and HTC1-S for the connections are more descriptive. HTC3 stands for HT-

CAC is third of engines heat sources meaning that first LO, then Jacket and last before 

exhaust gas boiler is HT-CAC. In HTC2-S HT-CAC is before Jacket and in HTC1 HT-

CAC is before LO. In name HTC3-S capital letter S refers to series ECO connection, if 

ECO would be in parallel name would be HTC3-P. Parallel ECO is not investigated 

further due to reasons already mentioned earlier. All in all case HTC3-S responds to case 

61, HTC2-S to case 21 and HTC1-S to case 11. 

In high, 130 °C, DH supply temperature case HTC3-S has highest total efficiency and 

further case HTC1-S has highest at lowest supply temperature, 85 °C. Case HTC2-S has 

the best efficiency when supply temperature is 120 °C – 95 °C. For revision return 

temperatures are not kept fixed 60 °C in the simulations but following:  
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- High winter DH supply 130 °C  and return 70 °C 

- Winter DH supply 110 °C and return 60 °C 

- Transition DH supply 95 °C and return 55 °C 

- Summer DH supply 85 °C and return 50 °C 

 

Figure 14. Results from the first round of theoretical performance – best 3 cases. 

If return temperature is changed to 65 °C from 60 °C while supply is 120 °C then HTC3-

S has better efficiency than THC2-S as is represented in figure15 below.  

The main difference between these two cases is that HTC3-S is easier to control when the 

DH temperatures are high and HTC2-S has better performance at lower DH temperatures 

because more heat can be recovered from HT-CAC as ingoing DH water is colder than 

in the HTC3-S connection.  
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Figure 15. Results from the first round of theoretical performance – best 3 cases with increased return 

temperatures to make a comparison. 

From these 3 top cases only 2 were chosen to continue to the second round of theoretical 

performance. HTC1-S is good at low DH temperatures only and the difference to HTC2-

S at DH temperature 85/50 is only very small.  HTC2-S and HTC3-S are the cases 

investigated further. 

HTC2-S has poorer total efficiency at high DH temperatures compared to HTC3-S 

because Jacket temperature is to keep 96 °C as maximum by dumping heat to radiators. 

In HTC2-S Jacket is before boiler thus temperatures after Jacket are higher than in HTC3-
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- Heat pump simulations based on manufacturers answers of how heat pump is 

behaving in our system operating values  

- Water cooled generator instead of air cooled generator with heat pump 

o Idea is to cool generator with LT-circuit and transfer heat with heat 

pump from LT-circuit to DH- water.  

- Investigate whether engine intake air can be preheated over 25 °C, which is 

default temperature in CHP power plants, to increase total efficiency 

- Absorption chiller, which can condensate exhaust gases with condensate boiler 

thus increasing heat recovery degree from exhaust gases. 

- Radiator optimization, to investigate possibility to decrease the own 

consumption of radiators. Radiators are most common cooling system used to 

cool down engine’s LT-circuit. 
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3 VENTILATION 

In this chapter engine hall ventilation process is investigated with increased engine intake 

air temperature. Firstly increasing of the engine intake air is investigated theoretically and 

after the theoretical investigation the practical point of view is presented.  

3.1 Increased intake air preheating 

Engine intake air, or combustion air, temperature in Wärtsilä CHP power plants has been 

usually set to be 25 °C as highest because years ago the engines could not stand too warm 

intake air, as a result they would start knocking. Today that problem does not exist 

anymore as will be proved in this chapter. Thanks to engine research and development 

the engines of today can stand higher intake air without decreasing the electrical 

efficiency up to some extent. Increasing the intake air the total efficiency of a CHP power 

plant increases due to higher temperature of incoming air to HT-CAC after turbocharger 

thus more heat collected to DH circuit from HT-CAC, approximately 200 kW. Intake air 

is preheated with LT-water and as more heat is needed for air preheater radiators have 

smaller heat load.  

Firstly under the investigation is which intake air temperature would be the most optimal 

in terms of total efficiency without decreasing electrical efficiency of the engine. First 

had to be discovered at which intake air temperature engine electricity production would 

start to decrease. Investigation is done for W20V34SG-D engine with Perfpro 2014.3 

with CHP Plus module. Four different ambient cases investigated as an example to see 

when electrical efficiency of the engine start to decrease. In table 7 below is the highest 

possible intake air with 5 °C precision without affecting to electricity production of the 

engine and as can be seen it is 50 °C.   
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Table 7. Investigating the highest possible engine intake air temperature without decreasing electrical 

efficiency, all the values are illustrative. 

Ambient temperature 

[°C] 

Engine intake air 

temperature with 

highest total 

efficiency 

 [°C] 

Highest total 

efficiency 

[%] 

Electrical 

gross 

efficiency  

[%] 

-5 50 90 45 

0 50 90 45 

10 50 90 45 

15 50 90 45 

In the figure 16 below is presented the effect of intake air temperature increase to total 

and electrical efficiency. Total efficiency increases when intake air is increased. Up to 

50°C intake air temperature electrical efficiency is not affected but it starts to decrease as 

intake air is increased over 50 °C. Perfpro does not take into account from where the heat 

is collected to preheat intake air over the ambient temperature. The total efficiency seems 

to be increasing even up to 60 °C intake air temperature but electrical efficiency 

decreases. 

Figure 16.  The effect of engine intake air temperature to total and electrical efficiency. 
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To investigate more closely the total efficiency in CHP solutions Ebsilon simulations are 

made with the 3 best cases: HTC1-S, HTC2-S and HTC3-S. According to Perfpro exhaust 

gas temperature is decreased when engine intake air increased so this can be seen as 

smaller heat recovery degree from exhaust gas boiler and ECO. In figures below are 

shown the total efficiency increase due to increased engine intake air. Engine intake air 

35°C is easier to perform in practice than 40 °C as LT- water is around 46 °C when it 

reaches the air preheater so pinch point would be only 6°C with intake air 40 °C.  

In figure 17 total efficiency increase from 25 °C intake air to 35 °C intake air can be seen.  

Total efficiency of HTC2-S at -20 °C ambient, 110/60 °C DH temperatures, is lower than 

the efficiency of HTC3-S because LT-circuit does not have enough capacity to heat the 

intake air to 35 °C but only to 27 °C, also HTC3-S can achieve only 34 °C and not 35 °C. 

With intake air 25 °C HTC2-S is better at 110/60 °C DH temperatures. When ambient 

temperatures are low it is to be decided case by case whether extra heating from for 

example from DH water is needed to achieve 35 °C intake air temperature.  

Figure 17. Total efficiency increase from 25 °C intake air to 35 °C intake air.  
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air. For HTC2-S at 130/70°C DH temperatures the process is dumping more if intake air 

is increased from 25°C thus intake air is kept 25°C for HTC2-S in high DH temperatures. 

Figure 18. Total efficiency increase from 25 °C intake air to 40 °C intake air.  
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designed for one project in Europe is presented in figure 19. The intake air is brought 

close to the engine turbochargers through silencer, filters and heating coil. Heating coil is 

presented in figure 20 in the right upper corner. The amount of heated air is controlled by 

the damper, at lower air temperatures more air is led to the heating coil. The air is brought 

through heating coil to the engine hall in the winter time to secure warm intake air for the 

engine. At the summer time intake air is brought also from the generator side of the engine 

hall to secure enough cooling of the engine and the generator. This ventilation unit does 

not have a heating coil, only filters, silencers and fans.  

In figure19 the ventilation is non-ducted which means that the intake air is led to the 

engine turbo through so called marine filters.  In ducted ventilation there is no marine 

filters and air is led to the engine turbo straight through pipes from ventilation unit. The 

intake air can be increased to +35 °C in both ways, with marine filters or with ducting. 

LT-water is used for the heating as mentioned in previous chapter. To achieve 35 °C 

causes no issues when ambient temperature is high for example 20 °C but when ambient 

temperature is decreased then it is not self-evident that heat from the LT-water is enough 

with the existing heating coil. 

 

Figure 19. Simplified ventilation process in CHP project in Europe. 
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The dimensions of ventilation unit can vary and it depends on the project that how much 

space is available for the ventilation unit, are there need for many filters or silencers etc. 

Heating coil dimensions on the other hand are determined mostly by the surface required 

not to have too high pressure drop on the air side of the heat exchanger. The water flow 

through coil is to be kept constant and the air outlet temperature is regulated by adjusting 

the water temperature.  The air surface speed needs to be low, maximum 2 m/s, to prevent 

the pressure drop when targeting the 35 °C air temperature.  

To keep the designing of the process straightforward high limit for engine intake air is set 

to 35 °C because the heat load of the LT-circuit available for engine intake air preheating 

sets the limitations. If ambient is low or air is wanted above 35 °C external heat source is 

needed to provide the heat for air preheating, for example district heating water. 

(Andersson, 2015) 

 

Figure 20. Ventilation unit in one CHP project in Europe. 
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4 AUXILIARY COOLING 

Auxiliary cooling of the power plant is needed to secure the sufficient cooling for the 

engine. Receiver temperature cannot be too high, lubricating oil temperature has to be 

between certain limits as Jacket temperature also. In this chapter auxiliary cooling of the 

dynamic CHP power plant is investigated, the auxiliary cooling of the engine is usually 

done with radiators.  

4.1 Auxiliary cooling in part DH load production 

CHP power plant is optimized for Germany markets in which dynamic operation is 

necessary due to high amount of electricity produced with intermittent renewables. In 

Wärtsilä CHP plants the radiators are most of the cases sized so that the engine can run 

electrical only mode. Electrical only mode means that radiators cool all the engine heat 

sources and boiler bypass leakage. For radiator sizing the boiler bypass leakage has 

overestimated to be 5 % as it is closer to 1 % in reality. 

If we have a situation where price of electricity is high but need for heat is low and heat 

storage does not exist or it is full then electricity production is kept as 100 % and heat 

load production is reduced. When heat production to district heating network is decreased 

auxiliary cooling becomes vital. If district heating power wouldn’t be needed at all then 

boiler would be bypassed 99 %, 1 % leakage in 3-way valve is assumed, thus only small 

heat load from exhaust gases would be needed to cool with radiators. If district heating 

power is needed for example 20 % and supply temperature has to be 110 °C boiler cannot 

be bypassed totally as without boiler DH water temperature will stay below 100 °C. 

In figures below are results from simulations regarding radiator heat load in terms of part 

DH load while engine is running 100 % load. Two best heat recovery connections are 

calculated: HTC2-S and HTC3-S. HTC3-S can retain lower radiator heat load at low DH-

loads because Jacket is placed before HT-CAC thus temperature after Jacket can be kept 

as 96 °C or below while dumping less heat to radiators. In HTC2-S Jacket is the last heat 

source before boiler thus DH-water after Jacket is hotter than it is in HTC3-S connection. 
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This explains the difference in radiator heat load between HTC2-S and HTC3-s 

connections. 

When supply temperature is 110 °C radiator capacity limit is not exceeded in either cases 

as can be seen from figure 22. In figure 21 radiator heat load is presented with 130 °C 

supply temperature and in HTC2-S case radiator capacity limit is exceeded when DH load 

is decreased under 30 %. Although capacity limit is exceeded in terms of kilowatts the 

radiators can still cool the water because ambient temperature is so low, in above figures 

-30 °C and -20 °C. Hot water is easier to cool with cooler air, then temperature difference 

between fluids is larger thus heat transfer is more efficient.  

Figure 21. Radiator heat load in terms of DH load with full electricity production. 
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Figure 22. Radiator heat load in terms of DH load with full electricity production. 

As radiator heat load is not always related to radiator own consumption the own 

consumption needs to be studied separately. Own consumption is calculated with excel-

based calculation program where radiator design values are inserted first and below these 

values case by case: ambient temperature, incoming water temperature to radiator and 

LT-water mass flow through radiator.  

In figure 23 LT-radiator own consumption is presented in different ambient temperatures 

as decreasing the DH load of the engine. Engine is running full electrical power. When 

ambient is -30 °C radiators are always running on minimum fan speed thus having a 

minimum own consumption as can be seen from figure 23 presented with black line. Also 

at -20 °C radiators are running at minimum fan speed.  

HTC2-S is having a much higher own consumption than HTC3-S at low DH load of the 

engine when ambient is 30 °C, difference is smaller when ambient temperature decreases 

but all in all in HTC2-S heat recovery connection radiators have to cool more heat than 

with HTC3-S and this can be seen as a larger own consumption in higher ambient 

temperatures.  
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Even if radiator capacity limit was reached in HTC2-S connection as presented in figure 

23 still radiators can cool the water to required temperature while running at 89 % fan 

speed. If temperature is increased to radiator design temperature, which is in this case 35 

°C, then at 100 % fan speed 43.6 °C is the lowest temperature that radiators can cool the 

water. On the other hand the radiator outlet temperature is increased by around 3°C when 

ambient temperature is 35 °C, according to Perfpro. So radiators can cool the water almost 

to the same temperature even at highest heat load now investigated. 

Figure 23. Radiator own consumption in different ambient temperatures in terms of engine DH load. 

As a conclusion below 35 °C ambient temperature radiators can cool the water to needed 

temperature and the own consumption is lower with low temperature air coming to 

radiators. 

If ambient temperature is constantly high, 35°C or above, and radiators have high heat 

load at large share of operating hours the radiators can be designed for a higher capacity 

limit than 5.5 MW. For example in HTC2-S case with ambient temperature 35 °C the 

design capacity could be increased to 6.5 MW for example, the radiators are designed by 

the highest heat load.  But it will increase the investment costs and thus the radiators 

should be designed as 5.5 MW, which is commonly used, if only few operating hours 
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occur at high ambient temperature having same time high heat load for radiators. 

(Westerlund, 2015) 

4.2 Radiator optimization study 

Radiator optimization study is conducted by comparing high temperature radiator 

solution to low temperature radiator solution together with dump cooler. High 

temperature radiators would be placed in separate high temperature circuit and they would 

cool down DH water instead of dump cooler. An inquiry was send one radiator 

manufacturer with the following info presented in the table 8.  

Table 8. Performance values of the process relating radiators. See how heat load is divided. 

Case 1                  2                          3  

 

Separate HT 

& LT 

circuit, same 

radiator 

Separate  HT & 

LT circuit, 

separate 

radiators 

LT radiator + 

dump cooler: 

default 

DH water mass flow [kg/s] 25 25 25 

Ambient temperature [°C] 35 35 35 

Engine intake air  [°C] 35 35 35 

LT-water to LT radiator [°C] 50,1 50,1 78 

Fluid outlet from LT radiator [°C] 39,8 39,8 39,8 

LT radiator heat load [kW] 1588 1588 5467 

HT - circuit outlet temperature [°C]         57,5                57,5 - 

HT radiator heat load [kW] 4176 4176 - 

DH water before HT/dump cooler [°C] 108 108 111 

DH water after HT radiator/Dump cooler [°C] 68 68 80 

Study is conducted with three different cases: 

# 1 LT-radiator with dump cooler 

# 2 HT & LT-radiators in one circuit. Left side in figure 29. 
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# 3 HT & LT-radiators in 2-circuit cooling. Right side figure 29.  

 

Figure 24. Cases 2 & 3 of the radiator study.  

Case 3 with HT & LT- radiators in 2-circuit cooling is presented in the figure 24 on the 

right side. Two different temperature circuits go through the same radiators – this can 

cause difficulties in efficiently controlling of the radiators. In this case radiators can be 

only controlled via either radiator circuit – not possible to optimize both. Radiator fan 

speed cannot be always controlled according to LT need, because then HT might not get 

cool enough. In some situations this will cause radiators to run at higher speed than with 

LT-need would need thus own consumption increases. Here low – and high temperature 

water have separate circuits and this will cause extra costs to the radiator system. Separate 

high temperature circuit is needed due to glycol content of radiator circuits. Glycol is 

needed to prevent icing of radiators and glycol cannot be added to district heating water 

thus HT-radiators need to be in separate circuit, not in the same circuit with DH water 

like dump cooler is. Glycol cannot be added to DH water because it reduces the heat 

capacity of the water thus reducing the heat transfer and as DH water is circuiting around 

the consumers heat exchangers glycol cannot be added to the water.  
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In case 2 LT - & HT - radiators are in separate cooling circuits and they have separate 

radiators. This case is the most expensive option even without the costs from extra piping, 

pumps & expansion vessel of the separate HT-circuit. Here both the radiators can be 

controlled separately thus in some situations it is more efficient than case 3. For example 

if HT water is very hot and HT circuit is needed to cool more than LT-water would be 

needed then this separate controlling system is more efficient.  

Case 1 we have LT-radiators in LT-circuit and dump cooler between LT-circuit and DH-

circuit which is most inexpensive option. LT-radiators can be operated as needed thus 

own consumption can be minimized. For example case 1 has much larger heat transfer 

area than case 3 which leads to lower own consumption in CHP mode also. This 

investigation has done for electrical – only mode where radiators are operating on the 

largest capacity. Operation in CHP mode has to be taken into account also and case 1 has 

low own consumption due to large heat transfer area – radiators fans can run at lower 

speed. Case 2 has almost double the amount of fans thus it does not necessarily have the 

smallest own consumption although LT - & HT – radiators can be controlled separately. 

An exact answer regarding own consumption depends on operating conditions. To 

illustrate the own consumption of above mentioned radiator types cases listed in table 9 

below are calculated and the results can be seen in figure 25. 

As a conclusion case 1 with LT-radiators and dump cooler is the best solution in terms of 

investment cost, own consumption and operation. In table 10 investment costs and other 

results from the inquiry can be seen. 
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Table 9.  Cases for comparing the different radiators own consumption. 

Case 

Ambient temp. 

[°C] 

Engine load 

[%] DH temp [°C] Mode 

1 35 100 95/70 Electrical only 

2 35 100 130/70 Full CHP production 

3 35 80 130/70 Full CHP production 

4 0 100 95/60 Electrical only 

5 0 100 110/60 Full CHP production 

6 0 80 110/60 Full CHP production 

7 -20 100 95/60 Electrical only 

8 -20 100 130/60 Full CHP production 

9 -20 80 130/60 Full CHP production 

10 35 50 130/70 Electrical only 

11 20 100 90/60 Electrical only 

 

Table 10. Radiator investment costs, all the values are illustrative.  

 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 

Connection LT radiators + dump 

cooler 

Separate HT & LT 

circuit, separate 

radiators 

Separate HT & LT-

circuit same 

radiator 

Nro of radiators 4  5 (3 for LT 2 for 

HT) 

3 

Nro of 

fans/radiator 

6 5 for LT, 5 for HT 6 

Cost per radiator 40 000 € 40 000 € Net LT,  

38 000 € Net HT 

45 000 € Net 

Investment cost  160 000 € Net 196 000 € Net 

 (+ extra costs from 

separate HT circuit) 

135 000 € Net  

(+ extra costs from 

separate HT 

circuit) 
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Figure 25. Radiator own consumption changing within different ambient conditions and between radiator 

connections alternatives. 
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5 ANNUAL PERFORMANCE FOR SELECTED HEAT 

RECOVERY CONNECTIONS 

Results of annual performance for HTC3-S and HTC2-S heat recovery connections are 

presented in this chapter. The meaning of this study is to be able to investigate which 

connection is the most profitable case for DH networks with different operation 

conditions.  

5.1 Different DH networks and limitations in power production 

In the heat production calculations have used data from two different district heating 

networks in Germany. Different networks are named based on their district heating supply 

temperatures. DH High network has over 1 800 running hours/year when supply 

temperature is 127 °C or over. This responds to simulation case “High Winter”. That’s 

why it is called DH High network. In the DH Medium network there are no running hours 

when supply temperature is 127 °C or over but most running hours occur in “Transition” 

case with supply temperatures between 110 ° C and 90 ° C. The running hours in the 

different networks with different supply temperatures can be seen in table 11 with lower 

electricity price limit of the production 35 €/MWhel.  

The lower electricity price limit of the production has been chosen for 35 €/MWhel 

because it covers the plant operation costs.  

Table 11. Running hours divided by supply temperatures between 2 different DH networks. 

Case High Winter Winter Transition Summer Total 

Supply 

temperatures over 127  °C 126°C - 100°C 99°C - 90°C 
89 °C  - 

80°C 

 

Running hours          

DH Med 0 h/year 1 012 h/year 3 691 h/year 0 h/year 4 703 h/year 

DH High 1 869 h/year 1 334 h/year 1 492 h/year 9 h/year  4704 h/year 

In figure 26 supply and return temperatures of DH Medium network and heat demand are 

presented. In figure 27 the same values can be seen for DH High network.  
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Figure 26. Annual temperatures and heat demand in DH Medium network. 

Figure 27. Annual temperatures and heat demand in DH High network 

As can be seen from table 11 the total running hours of the year are less than 8 760 so the 

plant is not running whole year around. In the simulations production limitations are used. 

From figures 26 and 27 can be seen how the heat demand of the networks is varying over 

year. One limitation for heat production is obvious: if network heat demand is smaller 

than plant 100 % heat production plant cannot produce heat at 100 % heat load but as 

much as network needs because heat storage is not taken into account in this simulation. 

If power plant would have heat storage then plant could produce 100 % heat load even if 

the need in network would be smaller and then when need for heat is larger heat storage 
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would be used to provide heat for the network thus unloading the storage. In this case 

plant is operated in heat mode thus electricity production is reduced via heat production 

in order to keep total efficiency high. 

In figure 28 electricity prices from Germany for day ahead markets are presented. Another 

limitation for production is price of electricity as mentioned above. Plant does not run if 

price of electricity is below 35 €/MWhel. According to this data electricity price is above 

35 €/MWhel 4 703 hours/year. In year of 2013 the average day ahead electricity price was 

38 €/MWhel in Germany. 

Figure 28. Annual day ahead electricity prices in Germany.  

5.2 Comparing the performance of the best heat recovery connections 

The calculation cases made in Theoretical Performance study have fixed supply and 

return temperatures: High winter 130/70 °C, Winter 110/60 °C, Transition, 95/55 °C, 

Summer 85/50 °C and DH production has been calculated according to these temperatures 

for HTC2-S and HTC3-S. In table 12 DH production in different simulation cases are 

presented. The DH production numbers are to be multiplied by 10 when added to the 
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simulation model as the simulation is made for 10 x W20V34SG-D engines CHP power 

plant.  

Table 12. One engine DH production of two best heat recovery connection, all the values are illustrative. 

  High winter Winter Transition Summer 

DH temperatures 130 / 70 °C 110 / 60 °C 95 / 55 °C 85 / 50 °C 

Case DH power 

[kW] 

DH power 

[kW] 

DH power 

[kW] 

DH power 

[kW] 

HTC3-S 8 000 8 800 9 100 9 400 

HTC2-S 7 000 8 900 9 200 9 500 

These DH production values are inserted to excel based calculation tool which calculates 

heat energy production based on data of DH network which is chosen; DH High or DH 

Medium. In DH High network large share of heat energy is produced in High winter case 

but in DH Medium not at all because there are no running hours in DH Medium network 

with supply temperature of 127 °C or over as mentioned above. 

Two calculations are made. First with DH production values with varying return 

temperature. Second calculation is made while keeping the return temperature as fixed 

according to network. In DH High network return temperature is 60 °C and DH Medium 

network return is 50 °C whole year.  

Results of the first calculation round can be seen in table 14. There are results for HTC2-

S and HTC3-S for both DH High and DH Medium networks. From the table can be seen 

how running hours are divided via different simulation cases and obviously heat 

production follows these figures.  

The greatest difference between the cases is in DH High network in High winter 

simulation, as HTC3-S produces 15 GWhth/y more heat than HTC2-S, as can be seen 

from table 13, which makes 7450 000 €/year with heat price of 30 €/MWhth. 450 000 € 

is 4 % of annual incomes from heat. Thus HTC3-S is define option for a network where 

plant is operated at high DH temperatures. The reason for this difference is seen in table 

13 as HTC2-S produces 1 000 kW less DH power than HTC3-S at DH temperatures 
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130/70 °C. HTC2-S is producing less DH energy at high DH temperatures because large 

amount of heat is needed to dump to keep the Jacket temperature 96 °C at maximum. 

In DH Medium network difference is slightly smaller, in total HTC2-S is producing 6 

GWhth/y more than HTC3-S which makes 180 000 €/year which is 1.5 % of annual 

incomes from heat. As can be seen from table 13 HTC2-S is better at colder DH 

temperatures than HTC3-S. Heat can be collected more from HT-CAC if incoming water 

is as cool as possible, in HTC3-S incoming water to HT-CAC is not as cool as in HTC2-

S because in HTC3-S is placed after Jacket.  

Table 13. Performance of the HTC2-S & HTC3-S in two different DH networks from the first simulation, 

all the values are illustrative. 

 SUPPLY: High winter 70 C, Winter 60 C, Transition 55 C, 

Summer 50 C 

Network  DH Med DH Med DH High DH High 

Heat recovery  HTC2-S HTC3-S HTC2-S HTC3-S 

Annual running hours          

High Winter h/y 0 0 1869 1869 

Winter h/y 1012 1012 1334 1334 

Transition h/y 3691 3691 1492 1492 

Summer h/y 0 0 9 9 

Total h/y 4703 4703 4704 4704 

Production          

      

High Winter GWh th/y 0 0 131,0 150,0 

Winter GWh th/y 90,0 89,0 119,0 117,0 

Transition GWh th/y 339,5 335,0 137,0 136,0 

Summer GWh th/y 0 0 0,5 0,5 

Total GWh th/y 430,0 424,0 388,0 403,0 

Electricity production GWh el/y 450,0 450,0 450,0 450,0 

Fuel consumption GWh fu/y 926,0 929,0 985,0 980,1 

Efficiency          

Electrical  % 45,0% 45,0% 44,0% 44,0% 

Thermal % 50,0% 49,0% 41,0% 43,0% 

Total % 95,0% 94,0% 85,0% 87,0% 

Value of HTC2-S vs. HTC3-S GWhth/y 6,0    15,0 

Value of HTC2-S vs. HTC3-S €/year 180 000   450 000 

Total value of heat sales M.€/year 12,9 12,7 11,6 12,1 
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The operation in heat mode is chosen because electricity prices are relatively low and the 

CHP bonus and heat recovery compensation is needed to make operation profitable. The 

point is that CHP bonus is paid to the power plant if the total efficiency is high enough. 

The total efficiency in DH High network would be only 75.0 % for example for HTC2-S 

case with default supply temperatures. Total efficiency would not necessarily be high 

enough for gaining the CHP bonus thus the plant most probably would not be operated in 

electrical mode. But now when operating in heat mode the total efficiency is 95.0 % in 

DH Medium network and even in DH High network 87.0 % with HTC3-S heat recovery 

connection. 

Second simulation is made by keeping return temperature fixed in all simulation cases 

according to DH network return temperature. In DH High network, as can be seen from 

figure 27 return temperature is closely to 60 °C during the whole year and in DH Medium 

network, in figure 26, can be seen that return is 50 °C during the whole year.  

When return temperature is decreased more DH power is produced and when return 

temperature increases less DH power is produced while keeping ambient temperature and 

supply temperature as earlier simulations.  

When comparing the DH production with different return temperatures can be noticed 

that HTC3-S is not as overwhelming as results with higher return temperature in high 

winter case. In this simulation return is 60 °C instead of 70 °C which it was on first 

simulation. HTC2-S has higher heat production as it has to dump heat less due to colder 

return water from the network.  

The results of the second calculation can be seen from table 14. In DH Medium HTC2-S 

is gaining 120 000 €/year more than HTC3-S with heat price of 30 €/MWhth, which is 

0.8 % of yearly incomes from heat, and in DH High HTC3-S is gaining 341 000 €/year, 

which is 2.5 % of yearly incomes from heat, comparing to HTC2-S. Based on these 

figures conclusion is to have two different heat recovery connections for different district 

heating networks.  
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Table 14. Performance of the HTC2-S & HTC3-S in two different DH networks from the second 

simulation, all the values are illustrative.  

SUPPLY ACCORDING TO NETWORK: IN DH MED 50 C, IN DH HIGH 

60 C     

Network  DH Med DH Med DH High DH High 

Heat recovery  HTC2-S HTC3-S HTC2-S HTC3-S 

Annual running hours          

High Winter h/y 0 0 1869 1869 

Winter h/y 1012 1012 1334 1334 

Transition h/y 3691 3691 1492 1492 

Summer h/y 0 0 9 9 

Total h/y 4703 4703 4704 4704 

Starts/year          

Production      

High Winter GWh th/y 0 0 131,0 150,0 

Winter GWh th/y 92,0 90,0 119,0 117,0 

Transition GWh th/y 342,0 340,0 137,0 136,0 

Summer GWh th/y 0 0 0,5 0,5 

Total GWh th/y 434,0 430,0 395,0 405,0 

Electricity production GWh el/y 450,0 450,0 450,0 450,0 

Fuel consumption GWh fu/y 921,0 926,0 960,0 950,0 

Efficiency          

Electrical  % 45,0% 45,0% 44,0% 44,0% 

Thermal % 51,0% 50,0% 41,0% 43,0% 

Total % 96,0% 95,0% 88,0% 90,0% 

Value of HTC2-S versus HTC3-S GWhth/year 4,0    10,0 

Value of HTC2-S versus HTC3-S GWh th/y 120 000   300 000 

Total income from heat sales M €/year 13,5 12,9 11,9 12,2 
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6 DYNAMICAL PERFORMANCE  

In this chapter dynamic operation of the power plant is investigated. Dynamic operation 

is important due to varying electricity production from wind and solar power thus more 

and more plants need to respond to this varying production.  

6.1 Plant operation in electrical mode 

Plant can be operated either on electrical mode or in heat mode. In electrical mode plant 

is running full electrical mode by reducing heat production when needed. Heat production 

have to be reduced if for example in district heating network, where plant is operating, 

need of the heat is smaller than 100 % heat production of the power plant. While full 

production of the 10 engine power plan would be for example 90 MWth and DH network 

is taking only 45 MWth then heat production of the power plant need to be reduced so that 

5 of 10 engines are producing heat and 5 engines boilers are bypassed thus they do not 

produce heat at all but in electrical mode operation all engines produce electricity with 

full load. This operation method prioritizes the profits from the electricity sales.  

In the figure 29 below can be seen different parameters from 20 x W20V34SG-D power 

plant. The DH load of engines producing DH on blue with minimum heat load per engine 

of 50 %. Red line presents the amount of engines producing heat which is getting lower 

and lower when heat load of the whole power plant is reduced. Total efficiency is 

described with violet line and it is reducing via heat load because electrical output is still 

100 % thus fuel power is also, at the smallest heat load of the power plant engines are 

producing electricity only and total efficiency equals to electrical efficiency.  

Black line is power to heat ratio which presents electrical power divided by heat power 

thus at the 0 heat load it is infinite.  

𝜑 =
𝑃𝑒𝑙

𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡
 

𝜑 = Power to heat ratio 
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𝑃𝑒𝑙= Electrical power of one engine [kW] 

𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 = Heat production of one engine [kW] 

 

 

Figure 29. 20xW20V34SG-D power plant running on electrical mode. 

 

6.2 Plant operation in heat mode 

As mentioned before plant can also be operated in heat mode which means that plant 

electrical load is reduced via heat need. This way total efficiency stays high through whole 

plant load thus fuel power is also reduced via engine electrical load as can be seen from 

violet line in figure 30 below. In figure 30 amount of engines running is presented with 

red line, which decreases via plant electrical load. So this divers from above case as in 

electrical mode operation all the engines were running full electrical power and only 

amount of engines producing heat was reduced. Blue line presents heat load per engine 

and orange columns electrical load per engine. Heat load is following electrical load, also 
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in this case minimum both heat and electrical load per engine is 50 %. Power to heat ratio 

can be seen as a black line while noticing that it stays fixed as 1 because both electrical 

and heat load per engine is reduced via plant electrical load.  

Figure 30. 20xW20V34SG-D plant running on heat mode. 

In figure below when plant electrical load is 50 % 10 engines are running on 100 % 

electrical and heat load with high total efficiency. Plant electrical load 47 % still 10 

engines are running but load/engine is reduced to 93 % electrical load per engine and heat 

load 94.5 % per engine.  

Operation modes presented above are an example for CHP power plant of 20 x 

W20V34SG-D power plant and how plant should be operated depends on many factors 

for example:  

- price of electricity,  

- does plant have heat storage or not,  
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- does total efficiency of the power plant effect on possible subsidies granted for 

CHP power plants  

- District heating network’s heat demand. 

According to Aachen University study CHP power plants can be divided in two categories 

based on operation mode and the two categories are the ones described above: electrical 

mode and heat mode. Aachen University calls the operation modes with different names: 

electrical mode as power control and heat mode as heat control. (Westner & Madlener, 

2009, ss. 10, 11) 

Power plants can of course be divided via technologies also. Aachen University has 

divided CHP power plants in four typical applications that are currently on the market as 

seen in table 15. The study claims that usually Engine-CHP plants operation mode is heat 

control mode.  (Westner & Madlener, 2009, s. 13) 

Table 15. Different types of CHP plants in Germany markets according to Aachen University. (Westner & 

Madlener, 2009, s. 13) 

  

Coal fired 

CHP CCGT-CHP Engine-CHP 

Mini-turbine 

CHP 

Size Large Medium Medium Small 

Electrical 

capacity  

800 MWel 

 

100 MWel 

 

2 MWel 

 

0.05 MWel 

 

Technology 

 

Steam turbine 

 

Combined-cycle 

gas turbine 

Reciprocating 

engine Micro turbine 

Operation mode Power control Heat control Heat control Heat control 

Fuel type Coal Natural gas Natural gas Natural gas 

As this study does not take heat storage into account the heat mode operation in Germany 

markets is likely. Electricity price should be very high around 80 €/MWhel that operating 

costs of the plant would be smaller than net sales. Electricity price has to be high because 

there is no CHP bonus or fuel savings from heat recovery paid if there is no DH 

production and electricity production only. So if electricity price is low plant is not 

profitable to run in electrical mode at least not if heat need is so low that total efficiency 

of the plant drops below certain number.  
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The plant operation depends on many things and this work does not take into account all 

the details for example start-up costs or heat storage as mentioned before. So it cannot be 

said which is the right operation mode for the Engine CHP power plant in Germany but 

again as said above with expensive gas prices and low electricity prices generally plant 

would need to gain CHP bonus to make operation profitable.   
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7 OPTIMAL HEAT RECOVERY CONNECTION 

In this chapter the cost of increasing the total efficiency are investigated and finally the 

optimal heat recovery connections are presented.  

7.1 Cost of increased efficiency  

During this thesis many ways of improving the DH power plant has been introduced. For 

example intake air preheating from 25 °C to 35 °C. Also LO set point has increased from 

63 °C to 75 °C. All the values are illustrative in this chapter.  

In figure below is presented total gross efficiency increase caused by different 

improvements in the process. The efficiency increase has been calculated by adding the 

improvement in DH production kilowatts to “default” process DH production. Default or 

zero point is a heat recovery connection, case 30: 

- Without economizer,  

- CHP Classic type,  

- LO set point 63 °C 

- 3-way valve leakage 2 %,  

- Boiler pinch point 20 °C 

- Intake air 25 °C. 

Average value is used from high winter, winter, transition and summer simulation cases. 

Average total efficiency for case 30 is 85 % while extra kilowatts of the intake air 

preheating are added the total efficiency will increase to 86 % and then extra kilowatts 

gained from improved 3-way valves are added, and so on. In the table 16 below are listed 

the cost caused by improvements, thermal power increase, cost per thermal power 

increase, investment cost increase and total gross efficiency. 

Electrical gross power is 10 000 kW, fuel power is 22 000 kW, power plant investment 

cost 70 million €. To calculate the cost €/kWel the investment change in percentage is 

needed which is: 
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𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑀. € − 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡
€

𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑒

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑀. €
− 1 

For engine intake air preheating: 

70 000 000 € − 5 000 €

70 000 000 €
− 1 = 0,714% 

Same way investment change is calculated for all improvements presented in table 16 and those 

are summarized cumulative to get the cost €/kWel cumulative also. The cost €/kWel is calculated 

by multiplying the previous value of cost €/kWel with investment change. For example for 

thermostatic valve value 700.6 €/kWel is calculated following: 

700,5
€

kWel
∙ (1 + 0,10%) = 701,2

€

kWel
 

The boiler pinch point have been decreased from 20 °C to 10 °C without ECO while the average 

increase in thermal power was 200 kW, as can be seen in the table below. If boiler pinch point is 

decreased from 20 °C to 10 °C with ECO added in the process, ECO pinch 10 °C, the thermal 

power increase was minimal, around 20 kW.  So boiler pinch point decrease is not feasible if ECO 

is also in the process.  If power plant efficiency is not needed to optimize to the highest possible 

then ECO is not needed, because decreasing the boiler pinch to 10 °C from 20 °C total efficiency 

increases by 0.9 %-units. When ECO is added the total efficiency increases by 1.6 %-units 

compared to case with boiler pinch point 20 °C, in the table the case with LO set point 75 °C, 

total efficiency 88.2%.  

The total efficiency increase with ECO is calculated from while taking thermal power increase 

from every other cases except from boiler PP 10 °C smaller, because they do not occur at the 

same time as mentioned above and those should only be compared between each other. Total 

efficiency for ECO case: 

𝜂𝐸𝐶𝑂 =
(𝑃𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 + 𝑃𝑝𝑟𝑒ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝑃𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚.𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑣𝑒 + 𝑃𝐻𝑇 + 𝑃𝐿𝑂𝑆𝑃 + 𝑃𝐸𝐶𝑂 + 𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠)

𝑃𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙
 

(8 000 𝑘𝑊+ 300 𝑘𝑊+200 𝑘𝑊+400 𝑘𝑊+500 𝑘𝑊+350 𝑘𝑊+10 000 𝑘𝑊)

22 000 𝑘𝑊
= 89.8 %  
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𝜂𝐸𝐶𝑂= Total gross efficiency with ECO added to the process [%] 

𝑃𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = Thermal power without any improvements, zero point [kWth] 

𝑃𝑝𝑟𝑒ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 = Thermal power increase from intake air preheating [kWth] 

𝑃𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚.𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑣𝑒 = Thermal power increase from tight thermostatic valves [kWth] 

𝑃𝐻𝑇 = Thermal power increase from HTC connections enabled [kWth] 

𝑃𝐿𝑂𝑆𝑃 = Thermal power increase from Lube oil set point increase [kWth]  

𝑃𝐸𝐶𝑂 =Thermal power increase due to added ECO [kWth] 

𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 = Electrical gross power [kWel] 

𝑃𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙= Fuel power [kWfu] 

Table 16. Costs of increasing the total efficiency, the values are illustrative.  

  

 

 

Cost 

[€/engine] 

Thermal 

power 

increase 

[kWth] 

Cost per 

power 

increase 

[€/kWth] 

 

 

Cost 

[€/kWel] 

 

Total 

gross 

efficiency 

[%] 

Investme

nt change 

[%] 

Intake air preheating 

35 °C from 25 °C 5 000 300 16,7 700,5 83,2% 0,07% 

Thermostatic valve 2 000 200 10,0 701,2 84,1% 0,10% 

Classic --> HT Plus 6 000 400 15,0 702,5 85,9% 0,19% 

LO set point 75 °C 15 000 500 30,0 705,3 88,2% 0,40% 

Boiler PP 10 °C 

smaller 25 000 200 125 710,7 89,1% 0,76% 

ECO/no ECO 180 000 350 514,3 731,8 89,8% 2,97% 

ECO PP 5 °C smaller 18 000 80 225,0 755,4 90,1% 3,23% 

In figure31 below can be seen that adding the thermostatic valve, increasing the engine 

intake air, enabling the HTC connections and increasing the LO set point are increasing 

the costs only marginally but they increase efficiency as seen from the y-axis a lot more 

than they add costs.  Boiler pinch point from 20 °C to 10 °C increases costs of the power 

plant more than improvements mentioned previously. The most expensive changes are 
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adding the ECO to the process and decreasing the ECO pinch point by 5 °C from 10 °C. 

Decreasing the pinch point affects to the efficiency only 0.3 %-units but increases costs 

by 24 €/kWel. Adding ECO also increases costs more than above mentioned 

improvements but ECO increases the total efficiency by 1.6 %-unit thus if high total 

efficiency is important, like in Germany, then ECO should be added to the process.  

 

Figure 31. The power plant efficiency increase and its impact on the investment cost. 

This meaning of this investigation is to present what has been done to improve the total 

efficiency as the intake air preheating, thermostatic valve, enabled HTC connections and 

increased LO set point together with ECO with 10 °C are to be considered as a basic 

solution.  

7.2 Optimal heat recovery connection  

HTC2-S and HTC3-S are the best two heat recovery connections investigated for 

Germany markets with W20V34SG-D engine. Optimal connection is to be decided case 

by case as the operation depends on DH network temperatures. In high DH temperatures, 

over 120/60 °C HTC3-S is superior compared to HTC2-S. Lower DH temperatures 

HTC2-S is better than HTC3-S because more heat can be recovered from HT-CAC as 
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colder DH water is going to the HT-CAC in HTC2-S. In HTC3-S Jacket is before HT-

CAC and DH water is warmer when entering to HT-CAC.  

Optimal heat recovery connection has intake air of 35 °C, and globe valves installed 

instead of electro pneumatic valves which reduce the leakages close to 0 % thus 

improving the heat recovery degree.  

Figure 32 below presents the difference between HTC2-S and HTC3-S in two different 

networks: DH Medium and DH High which are investigated in previous chapters. In table 

17 can be seen DH temperatures and ambient temperatures used while calculating the 

values figure 34.   

Table 17. Ambient inputs for comparing HTC2-S and HTC3-S in DH High and DH Medium networks. 

Case High winter Winter Transition Summer 

Ambient [°C] -20 -10 0 >= 10 

RH [%] 90 80 70 60 

DH Medium network      

Return [°C] 55 50 50 50 

Supply [°C] 120 110 100 90 

DH High network      

Return [°C] 65 60 60 60 

Supply [°C] 130 120 110 90 

In figure 34 values of HTC3-S and HTC2-S with intake air 35 °C and valve leakages 1 % 

and lube oil set point 75 °C are presented. In DH Medium network HTC2-S intake air 

cannot be heated up to 35 °C but in Winter case only to 32 °C and in High winter to 28 

°C because ambient temperatures are low and because return water temperatures are low, 

50°C & 55 °C, HT-CAC transfers more heat thus leaving LT-CAC with less heat load 

thus having less heat capacity in LT-circuit for intake air preheating. In HTC3-S 

connection the intake air can be increased to 35 °C in all cases calculated for figure 34.  

In DH High network with HTC2-S the intake air can be heated up to 35 °C in Winter case 

due to higher DH temperatures HT-CAC transfers less heat and via LT-CAC LT-circuit 

has more heating capacity for intake air preheating.  In High winter case HTC2-S intake 
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air preheating only increases the dumping so better DH production is achieved while 

keeping intake air in 25 °C. 

As a conclusion it highly depends on the operation conditions that which heat recovery 

connection is the best one. From figure 32 lines describing values in DH High network 

can be seen the clear breaking point between HTC3-S and HTC2-S: HTC2-S is better 

than HTC3-S lower DH temperatures than 120/60 °C. In DH Medium on the other hand 

HTC3-S is better than HTC2-S at 120/50 °C because with HTC2-S intake air is only 32 

°C.   

In DH High network the differences between heat recovery connections are larger than in 

DH Medium network temperatures thus in DH High network the 4-way valve solution 

should be investigated to be able to change between HTC2-S and HTC3-S. At hot DH 

temperatures HTC3-S would be used and at low DH temperature 4-way valves would be 

used to switch the places between HT-CAC and Jacket thus chancing HTC3-S to HTC2-

S. The feasibility of the 4-way valve solution is to be investigated case by case as the 

solution adds costs for the power plant thus increasing the total investment cost.  

 

Figure 32. Two best heat recovery connections in DH Medium and DH High networks.  
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8 CONCLUSIONS  

 

The purpose of this Master’s Thesis was to find the most optimal solution for Wärtsilä’s 

DDH power plant considering Germany energy markets and to give guidelines for the 

initial screening. Two most optimal heat recovery connections have found after 

simulating 27 different connections for W20V34SG-D engine: HTC2-S for colder DH 

temperatures and HTC3-S for DH temperatures over 120/60 °C.  

Auxiliary cooling is to be done with LT-radiators as they are the best solution in terms of 

cost and own consumption and this can be stated based on comparison between LT-

radiators with dump cooler and two different HT+LT radiator solutions. The dynamical 

operation of the power plant can require low DH loads per engine which increases the 

radiator heat load. After investigating high heat loads with LT-radiators can be concluded 

that if ambient temperatures are below design temperature 35 °C radiators can cool the 

heat even if heat load would go above their design capacity limit, 5.5 MW. If ambient 

temperatures are constantly high then radiators can be designed for higher heat loads and 

ambient temperatures but this is not the case in Germany today. 

The engine intake air preheating to 35 °C proved to be cost efficient and easy way to 

increase the heat production of the power plant and 4-way valve solution between HTC2-

S and HTC3-S should be investigated case by case.  

The dynamical district heating power plant can be operated either on heat mode or 

electrical mode. In heat mode the total efficiency is high while in electrical mode the total 

efficiency of the power plant increases because heat production is reduced although 

engines still run 100 % electrical load. Heat production is reduced if demand is smaller 

than the power plant full production as in this work heat storage is not considered. In this 

case when CHP bonus is considered the operation in heat mode gives better total 

efficiency thus better pay-back time for the power plant. If total efficiency is below 80 % 

the payment CHP of bonus is reduced likewise is heat recovery compensation making the 

power plant operation less profitable or even unprofitable, depending on the electricity 
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prices. Electricity prices are generally low in day ahead market this is why the subsidies 

from heat recovery are important.  

All in all in this work two best heat recovery connections have identified and suggestions 

have been made for further investigation of different solutions in future projects including 

heat pump. As mentioned the operation conditions define the optimal solution for each 

project and they should be clarified and compared to different solutions before making 

decisions.  
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